
MARKETING 

CHANNEL SHIFT

LOOKING AT WAYS OF MARKETING & STIMULATING 

CHANNEL SHIFT TAKE-UP



How did the session run

We had 15 people take part in this session.

Firstly, we went around the room and asked people to name a service/services that would had/were 
to be “shifted” and would benefit from marketing.

This produced the following 4 service areas:

1. Customer Feedback (via website)

2. Online Reference Subscription (Libraries)

3. Waste & Recycling

4. Benefits Claims

People were then put in pairs and we “crowdsourced” possible marketing solutions to the above



Customer Feedback

Customer Surveys

Surveys need to be concise.
Asking only information that can be
measured or acted upon.
Incentivise survey completion.

Pop-ups

Use pop-ups like Socitm
Survey to remind people 
to feedback

Gamification

Some organisations use gamification   
to encourage survey participation. 
See 
http://neoacademic.com/2014/10/02
/gamifying-surveys-increase-
completion-rate-data-quality/

http://neoacademic.com/2014/10/02/gamifying-surveys-increase-completion-rate-data-quality/


Online Reference 

Subscription: Libraries

Easily Accessible & usable Suggestions made on history 
of views/linked with books 
taken out

Crowdsource and promote 
popular online resources

Possible Paid-For service

QR codes on places of historical 
interest linked to online resources

Social media links to online 
resource

Pop-up surgeries & “Show & Tell” groups in 
Libraries



Waste & Recycling Services

Advertising on Bin Wagons, 
Bins & Recycling Centres

Promotional Fridge Magnets: with 
Recycling times on

Interactive displays
Text reminder for bin 
collections (Stevenage BC)

Visiting Universities during Freshers Week



Revenues & Benefits

Mobile apps Assisted Service at home 
& one stop shops

Incentivise online claim (receive 
claim quicker ??)

Risk Based Verification

Quicker claims

e-kiosk in one stop shop



Other #channelshiftcamp

Marketing Sessions

Here are some useful links to other sessions that we have run looking at Marketing Channel Shifted 
services:

Communicating Channel Shift challenge: http://www.pscsf.org.uk/2014/09/the-
%E2%80%98communicating-channel-shift%E2%80%99-challenge/

Marketing Channel Shift (#channelshiftcamp Yorkshire & Humber): http://www.pscsf.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/06/marketing.jpg

How Marketing Campaigns are the key to Channel Shift: http://www.pscsf.org.uk/2015/06/how-
marketing-campaigns-are-the-key-to-channel-shift/

http://www.pscsf.org.uk/2014/09/the-%E2%80%98communicating-channel-shift%E2%80%99-challenge/
http://www.pscsf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/marketing.jpg
http://www.pscsf.org.uk/2015/06/how-marketing-campaigns-are-the-key-to-channel-shift/

